
ART HISTORY 22

Professor Wilson is one of the most engaging professor I have had at UCLA. She is really passionate about art history,
and that shows when she lectures.

Open to media, studio, ICAM, and speculative design majors only. VIS HN. Art and the Bible in the Middle
Ages: Sign and Design 4 This course will look at the many different ways the Bible was deployed in medieval
visual culture from images to architecture and from narrative and symbolism to ritual. Theorizing the
Americas 4 Examines the philosophical debates that locate the Americas in relation to the modern world.
Projects may be done individually or in groups in multiplayer games, immersive life platforms, or mixed
reality projects and performances. Potential topics: film aesthetics, film criticism, film sound, and film in the
digital era, with a focus on a specific period, theme, or context. This conceptually based course combines
fundamental studio exercises with unconventional explorations. Introduces historical and contemporary topics
in painting, drawing, sculpture, installation, and performance art and field-based practices. Specific topics to
be covered will vary by quarter and instructor. This course presumes no prior knowledge of the field. Areas
will cover expertise of visiting faculty. An unprecedented architecture of shaped space used new materials and
revolutionary engineering techniques in boldly functional ways for purposes of psychological control and
symbolic assertion. Recommended preparation: VIS 21A. Representative examples will be selected from
different periods, ranging from Antiquity to Modern. Art Historical Methods 4 A critical review of the
principal strategies of investigation in past and present art-historical practice, a scrutiny of their contexts and
underlying assumptions, and a look at alternative possibilities. Leonardo da Vinci in Context 4 An in depth
look at the art of Leonardo da Vinci with special emphasis on his training in Florence, interactions with
Bramante, and the response to his work by Raphael. Prerequisites: VIS 30 or  Twentieth-Century Art in China
and Japan 4 Surveys the key works and developments in the modern art and visual culture of Japan from Edo
and Meiji to the present and of China from the early-twentieth century to contemporary video, performance,
and installation art. Open to media, studio, ICAM, and speculative design majors and computing and the arts
and speculative design minors. Topics will vary within a range of problems that concern hieroglyphic writing,
architecture, and visual symbols the Maya elite used to mediate their social, political, and spiritual words.
Beset by barbarian invasions, torn by internal conflict and drastic social change, inflamed with religious
passion that was to lead to a transformed vision of the individual, the world, and the divine, this momentous
age saw the conversion of the Roman world to Christianity, the transfer of power from Rome to
Constantinople, and the creation of a new society and culture. Modern Art in the West, â€” 4 What is the place
of visual art in modern Western culture? Prerequisites: senior standing. Grandville, the Pre-Raphaelites, and
the Impressionists. Class devoted to discussion of readings in connection with viewing of media and related
forms. May be taken for credit three times. Focus on the role of art in Buddhist practice and philosophy and
the function of syncretic elements in Japanese Buddhist art. Design of programmable microcontroller systems
for creating artworks that are able to respond to complex sets of input conditions, perform algorithmic and
procedural processing, and generate real time output. The design and creation of original prints using a variety
of techniques as student progress in the art form. Class will be devoted to discussion of readings in connection
with a film or related art, fiction, or other media. Emphasis is tracing the integration of interdisciplinary
intellectual and technical problems toward creative, unexpected propositions and prototypes. Course will
introduce the students to the history of chemical and ocular processes since the nineteenth century and their
impact on image making. Drawing: Portfolio Projects 4 A studio course in drawing, emphasizing individual
creative problems. Prerequisites: senior standing or consent of instructor required. Latino American Cinema 4
This course introduces students to the developing history of cinema in the Latin American region.
Prerequisites: consent of instructor or art history faculty adviser, department stamp required. Introduction to
the Studio Major 4 A practical introduction to the studio art major and a conceptual introduction to how
diverse strategies of art making are produced, analyzed, and critiqued. Visual Narrative 4 This course for the
advanced visual arts major explores narrative in art practice. Course will explore materials and construction as
dictated by the intended object. After guided assignments, emphasis is on self-directed projects. Seminar in
Art Criticism and Theory 4 These seminar courses provide the opportunity for in-depth study of a particular
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work, artist, subject, period, or issue. Art and the Bible in the Middle Ages: Sign and Design 4 This course
will look at the many different ways the Bible was deployed in medieval visual culture from images to
architecture and from narrative and symbolism to ritual. Leonardo da Vinci in Context 4 An in depth look at
the art of Leonardo da Vinci with special emphasis on his training in Florence, interactions with Bramante,
and the response to his work by Raphael. Art History Honors Directed Group Study 4 The second part of the
honors program sequence, this course provides a forum for students engaged in research and writing to
develop their ideas with the help of a faculty adviser and in conjunction with similarly engaged students.


